Statspro Rugby Analysis
We have built an international business on five main selling points.
Turnaround time and
accuracy
Time and energy
Our system generates
more data

If we receive your video file by Sunday morning you will have your data
and video clips by Monday morning after the game. If we film your game
you receive the video file directly after the game.
Our team does all the leg-work for you. You can spend your time and
energy to interpret the stats and to convey the data to the players.
Our software calculates Return to play time on defence, average attacking
ruckspeed or your play percentage from lineouts

Use our software on as many
computers as you wish

If we do your 1st team games, the rest of the school or club can
all use our software at no extra cost.

Cost

We charge 99 Pounds per game for a minimum of 10 games.

KPI Dashboard
Select 1 or multiple games

The colour of the data
helps you pick up on trends
or problem areas

KPI Scorecard
●
●

●
●

Our KPI scorecard gives you a one page overview of
how it went in the selected games
It gives feedback on areas like, ruckspeed, Return to
play time, Dominant tackle percentage penalties
conceded ecxt,
We also calculate the gainline success rate from
scrums, lineouts and tap and go penalties.
With our “run or kick in own 22” algorithm we can
predict weather a team is more likely to run or kick from
their own 22.

Player Match Report and Player Matrix
●

Your players deserve proper
feedback. This is the tool to
do it with. We rate all
passes, kicks and tackles
and the program generates
workrate scores for each
player.

Line-out Analysis

Line-out Analysis
●

Consider that 27 percent or one out of every three tries
comes from lineouts as a source. Make sure that your
lineout works the way you want it by getting proper
feedback.

●

We provide feedback for every lineout formation per
area on the field and per area of the throw.

●

We also measure your average gainline success rate in
the phases after the lineout.

Ruck Speed and Return To Play Time
The accurate measurement of
ruck speeds and RTP is a very
powerful feedback tool.

Ruck Speed and Return To Play Time
●

We measure the time from when a player makes a
tackle until he either plays towards the ball again or he is
back on his feet ready to make the next tackle.

●

Our software works out your average ruck speed per
area of the field.

●

We use this data to calculate your team’s momentum.

Video Feedback
Export selected clips

Play or export
videos of team or
player events

Video Feedback
●
●

●

Effectively and quickly view exactly what you want to
see in a game.
You can view individual video clips of a players every
actions, this can help you as a coach with making
decisions on team selections and when trying to provide
1 to 1 guidance.
Re-evaluate your teams set pieces from an attacking or
defensive perspective.

Complete Solution
●

●

●

Statspro is the complete solution for teams of all ages
and all levels. With our easy to use software every team
can now possess what it takes to be a professional
team.
If we do not film the game for you, simply load the game
to youtube or place it in a cloud drive. We will have it
coded and ready within 24 hours of receiving the video.
Included in our service is a periodical feedback report
where we interpret your data and make suggestions to
your gameplan.

To Book a demonstration via Skype
contact:
Riaan Barnard
Whatsapp:+27 722565136
riaan@statspro.co.za
Skype: Stastpro1

or

Peter La Marque
Whatsapp:+27 73 697 1103
peter@statspro.co.za
Skype: Peter La Marque

or
View our information video by clicking here

Prepare to Win

